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proposed by Schuhnan and Sturgeon [7 1. The mechaniim was baeed on the observation 
that the fluorescence decay times To of the cations were unchanged at various concentra- 
tions of protons as the apparent quantum 
[H+] (atNA, To = 4.1 ns;/%NA, T 

yield of fluorescence increased with increa8ing 
O = 5.0 ns) 171. However, the conetant lifetimes such a8 To 

were never observed in our repeated experiments of naphthylamines [S] and al80 in the 
present work. The apparent lifetimes rAH increased with increasing [H*] to give a 
maximum value of ~AH at higher acid concentrations. Therefore, the static quenching 
mechanism is not acceptable for the present work. 

From kl and kz values the correct pK8* values were determined, which were dif- 
ferent from those obtained from the Fiirster cycle and al80 the fluorescence titration 
curve. These data are summarized in Table 1. 
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A detailed analytical investigation of the Cd(‘Pl)-CzHe reaction at 266 “C in the gas 
phase ha8 been made with a gas chromatograph (GC) and a mass spectrometer. The 
reaction has a well-defined induction period, the length of which decrease8 with an 
increase of the incident light intensity, cadmium concentration in the cell or of the 
reactant pressure. During the induction period no producta could be detected (the lower 
detectibility limit of the GC is 5 x lo* mol 1-l of hydrocarbon8 in the reaction cell). 
The major products detected are Hz, n-C4Hm and CsH4, while the minor products are 
CH4, C3H8, C&, C4Hg-1, C~H~O-1 and n-C 6 H 14. The major product8 and methane were 
estimated and they were found to form at accelerated rates with conversion after the 
induction period. It wae noted that the hydrogen and ethylene were formed by the 
primary and secondary processes, while n-butane and methane were formed entirely by 
the secondary processes. The initial rates of hydrogen and of ethylene were found to be 
approximately equal at a given reactant pressure. It has been suggested that the primary 
processes are 

Cd(‘P,) + CaH8 . k1 N Cd(aP,)+C2H8 
k2 

(1.2) 

k3 
Cd(aP,) + C2HB - Cd(‘h) + Hz + C2H4 (3) 

k4 
Cd(3P,,) + C2Hs - Cd(‘S,) + H2 + C2H4 (4) 
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wsp,wcwsp,)l = K = kl/k2 = 1.36 at 266 “C at e 
-P statistica. The measured value of ka is 1.96 x lo8 1 mol 

uilibrium by Boltzmann 
s-l if the radiative lifetime of 

Cd(3P,j is 2.0 X 10” s and the quenching cross section ((~3~) is 0.015 A2 per ethane 
molecule. The estimated value of ks/k4 at 266 “C is 4, if E4 = Es + 1.60 kcal and A4 = 
Aa; 04~ ia about 0.004 A2. It ha8 been shown that the auto-acceleration is due to the 
Cd(3P1bH2 reaction, while ethylene inhibit8 the Cd(3H1)-C2Ha reaction. The quenching 
rate constant of the reaction Cd(gP,,) + H2 + CdH + H WBB found to be 2.09 x 10fi 1 
molWIS1 , which gives 4.60 A2 for the quenching cram eection. 
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Singlet oxygen (‘02) in aerated aqueous solutions can be conveniently produced by 
a process of energy transfer between certain sensitizer8 (S) in their triplet state (3S) and 
molecular oxygen (‘02 or simply 02): 

S+hv+1S*-+3S (1) 

3s+02+s+102 (2) 

Many fluorescent dyes can be used as sensitizers in photooxldation of different substrates 
(A, acceptor) in which besides the singlet oxygen mechanism, reaction (3), the so-called 
free radical mechanism may also play an important role, reactions (4) and (5): 

‘02+A-+AOz (3) 

3S + A --f S-’ + A+ (4) 

A++02 -+AO;--+A02 (5) 

The transient formation of ‘02 in aqueous system8 is USUahy checked by some tests 
based on interception or quenching of IO2 by a more or less selective reagent. Recently, 
a general method for identification of the mechanism of dye sensitized photooxidations 
has been developed [ 11. Using thie method one can “calculate” the mechaniem of any 
chemical change obeerved in sensitized photooxidation provided that the corresponding 
rate constants for ?S and ‘02 reaction8 are known. Since in many sensilized photooxida- 
tione the free radical mechanism may take place, the determination of 02 rate constant.8 
in aqueous solutions can be a rather difficult problem. Accordingly, only a liited 
number of ite rate constant8 have been determined thus far. Owing to a lack of specific 
‘02 reagents, its reactivity can be studied in systems with no or negligible participation 
of free radical mechanism. The use of sensitizers showing a rather low reactivity in their 
triplet state is one possibility, at least for some substrates [2, 31. Prevention of reactions 
between a ‘02 producing triplet sensitizer and a substrate by their “‘separation” would be 
another possibility. Such a rather “clean” system for the study of singlet oxygen 
reaction8 can be constructed in mice&r system8 since ‘02 can diffuse through thin 
membranes. Thus, by the choice of a water insoluble sensitizer, which would be dissolved 
inside the micelle with a substrate outside it, only the ‘02 mechaniem would lead to the 


